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LOCALIZING  EQUIVARIANT  BORDISM

E.   R.   WHEELER

Abstract. The unitary bordism of a finite group is computed

up to torsion and an equivariant Rohlin exact sequence is ex-

hibited for groups of odd order.

1. Introduction. In [4] Erich Ossa shows that some questions in

equivariant bordism can be answered easily when one tensors with the

appropriate subring of the rationals. The purpose of this note is to use

this technique to understand several facts about equivariant bordism

theories. Let Q*(G), Of°(G), and Ü^(G) denote respectively the un-

oriented, oriented, and unitary bordism of a finite group G. Among the

results recorded in this paper are:

Proposition 1. IftheorderofGisd,thenO%(G)®RdisafreeQ%®Rd

module on even dimensional generators (where Rd={ajb\a is any integer

and b is a power ofd}).

Proposition 3. Q^(G) ®ntuQ%-^Q.%(G) is epic if the order of G

(denoted \G\) is odd.

Proposition 5. Qf°(G) ®n<so Q*->Í2*(G) is an isomorphism if \G\

is odd.

Proposition 7.   7/|G[ is odd, there is an equivariant Dold exact triangle

Qf°(G) © Û °(G) ̂  Of°(G) -^ Q.%G).
t-1

2. Preliminaries. It is necessary to consider bordism of 4-tuples

[M, dM, 4>,f] where
(i) M and dM are compact differentiable manifolds where dM is

the boundary of M.

(ii) r¿:GxM—»-A7 is a differentiable G action.

(iii) The isotropy subgroups of points in M and dM are respectively

elements of the families ¡F and ¡F' of subgroups of G.

(iv) /: M—>-.Y is an equivariant map into the G space X.
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As in [7, §2], the bordism equivalence classes of such objects,

Çl%(G)LF, F')(X), form an Q° module. If the manifold M has a stable

complex structure or an orientation on its tangent bundle which is

preserved by the group action, the corresponding bordism theories are

denoted respectively by Q^(G)(F, F'){X) and Q.l°(G)(F, F')(X)
(see Stong [5]). For L=0, SO, and U and families of subgroups J^'c Jr,

there is an exact triangle

Qi(G)(.F')(X) -^ QL#(G)(F)(X) -^ nL*(G)(F, ¿F')(X)
t_I_I

where z* and/* forget respectively IF' and F freeness and where d restricts

to the boundary.

One notes that, as in [5, §3], there are universal classifying spaces for

real or complex n-plane bundles with G action, denoted here by BOn

or BUn. For L = 0 or U denote by F^(BLn) the components of the fixed

set of K acting on BLn above which the fibers of the canonical bundle

have no trivial irreducible summands when decomposed as /¿-spaces.

From Stong's Proposition 5.1 [7] it follows that if F'<^ F are adjacent

families (i.e. IF—F' = {K}, the elements of the conjugacy class of a sub-

group K), then

®K:Cli(G)(J?,^')(X)^®ni(N0(K)IK)({{l}})(FK(X) X F'K(BLS))
s

is an isomorphism where $x is defined via the fixed set information of K.

The fixed set of a subgroup 7C<G acting on BUn is a union of products

of BU/s. If AT is a group of odd order, each nontrivial irreducible real

representation is the realification of an irreducible complex representation.

Hence in this case, F'K(BOn) is a union of products of 5i/('s. For an n-

tuple (tx, • ■ • , tn) = (t), let BUU) denote the product of G-spaces BUt¡.

Then

flí(G)(jr ¿F')(5£/(i))s* 0ili(NG(K)IG)({{l}})(BUM)

for all G if L= U, and for G of odd order if L=0 or SO.

Suppose |G|=i7. The well-known transfer map tells one that, if n:X-+

X\G is the quotient map which identifies the G orbits and if H#(X; Rd)

is a free Rd module, then ir^ANWiH^iX; Rd))^H*iX¡G; Rd) is an iso-

morphism where INV( ) denotes the submodule of elements invariant

under the G action [3, Corollary 2.3]. It follows then from the collapse

of the bordism spectral sequence for D^( )®5d in this instance that

üíf (Jf/G)OJ^^Q?®INV(^(Jr; Rd)).

3. Unitary equivariant bordism. Note that if F is the family of all sub-

groups of G, then í¿^(G)(Jr)(pt.)=íi^(G) discussed in the introduction.
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One then has

Proposition 1 '. For any family of subgroups of G, Q% (G)(ßr)(BU{t))®

Rd is a free Q.*®Rd module on even dimensional generators for any finite

group G.

Proof. One inducts on the order of G and the size of the family F.

If .F={{1}}, then [7, Proposition 5.2] yields that ^ (G)({{l}})(BU(t))®

Rd^Qfi(BUU) XG EG)®Rd^Q.^®lN\(H#(BUu); Ra)) where EG is the

total space of a universal principal G bundle and G acts diagonally on

BUit)xEG.
To complete the induction step, choose a maximal subgroup K of a

family ¿F. Let F''=Fr—{K}. One has the long exact sequence

Q?iG)iF')iBU{t)) ® Ra-+ flif(G)(^)(Bl7(<)) ® Rd^ 0 Q?(N0(K)/K)

({{l}})(BU(t))®Rd

where the first and third modules are free ¿l^®Rd modules on even dimen-

sional generators. Since £2^d=0, the long sequence is in fact a split

short exact sequence and the result follows.    D

There is the fixed point set map

QV:Q^(G)GF)^   0    ©£2?(Bt7(t))

defined by picking a representative of each conjugacy class {H}cz¡F,

considering the fixed set of each representative 77, decomposing the normal

bundle to the fixed set via the nontrivial representations of 77, and classi-

fying the pieces into the appropriate BUt. One sums over the representatives

and the components of the fixed sets to complete the definition of <fr^

(see [7, §12]).

Proposition 2. 0^:Q^(G)(,F)<g>5á->® Q.%(BUU))®Rd is monk for

all families.

Proof. If &={{l}}, then ü^(G)({{l}})=Ü^(5G)eíí^ and the

reduced bordism of BG consists of d torsion. Letting J^'c ßF be adjacent

families differing by {K}, one has:

0 - flS(G)(.?•') ® Rd -* nvt(G)(&) ® Rd -f-X 0 iï<i(NG(K)IK)({{\}))(BUw) ®Rd^0

»p. V ©(£/£ <g> mV(Ht(BU{„;Rd)))

I
0^    ©     © OS(Äi7,„) ® Rd - ©    © Qi(BUw) © Rd -* © OÏ(BÎ/(„) ® Rd - 0
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The diagrams commute, the short exact sequences are split exact, the

third map is monic and one may assume the first map is monic by in-

duction. Hence the second map is monic.    D

One notes that for a group of odd order the nontrivial irreducible

complex representations have the property that a representation is not

equivalent to its conjugate [9, Theorem 4.7.3]. Let I(K) be the nontrivial

irreducible complex representations of K. Na(K)/K acts on I(K) with

(g,rr)=irg where trg(k)=tr(g-1kg) for k £ K. It follows that -rfl-^-n for

any g e NG(K)jK so that I(K)=A\JÄ where A and A' are disjoint

Na(K)¡K invariant sets with A' = {ñ\rr e A}. Hence the N0iK)¡K space

F'KiBUt) decomposes into NGiK)¡K invariant pieces F'K AiBUt)\JD

where D consists of those components of F'KiBUt) such that the K

decomposition of the fibers of the canonical bundle contains at least

one summand from A'. Now it is clear that the realification map r:

F'K AiBUt)-+F'KiB02t) is a homotopy equivalence and is equivariant.

Hence the map induced by r x 1 from

F'K.A(BUt)     X     EiNaiK)IK)^F'KiB02t)     x     EiNGiK)IK)
Na(K)/K Ng(K)/K

is a homotopy equivalence. Then one has:

Proposition 3'. If \G\=d is odd, p:Q^(G)(J*") ®n<c,Q^£2°(G)(J¡r)
is epic for all families ¡F where p is induced by the map which forgets complex

structure.

Proof. One inducts as before. For J5"'^!F adjacent families one has:

0 - iiS(G)(^') ® Rd - ni(G)(F) ® Rd -* © Q.u,(F'K(BUt)      X      E(Na(K)/K))^0
J> j" j> N6(K)/K

Q.%(G)(&') -► M(G)(&) -> © Çlî(F'K(B02t)        x        E(N0(K)IK))

t_|     NalK)/K

The top sequence is split exact so tensoring with Q.°®Rd over ü.*®Rd

preserves exactness and yields

o -* n£(G)(^') ® ns — aï(G)(&) ® as - © o.i(F'K(But)    x    e(n0(K)¡k)) — o
| Cl.u I íl.u I N0(K)/K

0-OS(G)(#") -► W(G)(&)-> © aî(F'K(B02t)      x      E(Na(K)IK))^0
NG(K)/K

The first and third maps are epic by induction and the comments preceding

this proposition, the top sequence is split exact, and this completes the

proof.    D
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Note.    Using the same arguments one can show that

p:i^iG)ißF)®Rd)   ®   (QS0®Rd)-+Clt°(G)(F)®Rd
Q ,"®i/d

is epic.

•>so.

4. Oriented equivariant bordism.

Proposition 4. If\G\ =d is odd, then D.l°(G)(F)®Rd is a free Q.%u®Rd
module on even dimensional generators.

Proof. One follows the arguments of Proposition F while noting that

the comment following Proposition 3' shows the exact sequence to be

split.    D

Note. If G is abelian, Propositions 1 and 4 are somewhat weaker than

previously known results (see [4] and [8]). *

Proposition 5'.   If \G\=d is odd then

nt°(G)(F) ®o Í2? - a°*(G)(F)

is an isomorphism for all families F.

Proof.    The proof follows as in Proposition 3'.

There is the standard Rohlin exact sequence £1% °^> £2*°—>■ Q* where p

forgets the orientation. It was observed by Dold that the Rohlin sequence

fits into an exact triangle

Q?°- 02-
(2,0) _I

(see [6, p. 216]). Using Proposition 5 one is able to arrive at equivariant

versions of these exact sequences.

Proposition 6.   If\G\=dis odd, there is an equivariant Rohlin exact

sequence,

iif°(G)-^ QfO(G)-1* Q°(G).

Proof.    Defining o:B^-B®Rd by o(b)=b®l, one has

1_„ ß?° (G)QÍ°(G)

D.°(G)^Q.°(G)®Rd

so.
Q$U(G) ®Rd_l+ Qtu(G) ® R,

i
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in which the bottom sequence is exact since it results from tensoring the

standard Rohlin exact sequence by the free module Qf°(G)®5d. If

p(x)=0 then p'a(x)=0 so there is y e Qf°(G)®Rd with 2y'=o(x).

There is yeQ.f°(G) with aiy)=d'y' so o(2y-d'x)=0. The kernel of o
is ¿/-torsion so 2dsy=dt+sx or dt+sx is in the image of 2. Since d is odd,

x is in the image of 2. Clearly p o 2=0.    D

Note. P.E. Conner has shown nf0(Z2)^-yQf0(Z2)-i->Q°(Z2) is not

exact [1, Theorem 5.8].

Proposition 7. If \G\=d is odd, there is an equivariant Dold exact

triangle

Qf °(G) © Çl%G) ^ Í2f °(G) ̂ > Q2(G)
t_Î_I

induced by tensoring the standard Dold exact triangle with Qf  (G) over Qf .

Proof. One tensors the above triangle with Rd (thus insuring exactness)

and compares the two via the homomorphism cr:5->-5®5a as in Propo-

sition 6. Exactness at D.*°(G) is the Rohlin exact sequence. Exactness

at Q°(G) follows since Q.°(G) is a Z2 vector space. (2, 0) o <x=0 since the

image of o. is torsion of order 2. Kernel of (2, 0) is the torsion of order 2

and hence by comparison via a is in the image of a.

Note. In the Dold exact triangle the map 02->-£2*0©£i* is defined

by taking the dual submanifolds of the first and second powers of the

first Stiefel-Whitney class. In the equivariant situation due to the lack of

equivariant transverse regularity the map appears to be purely algebraic.
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